The soul and mystery of after death
transition to the mythological nucleus: or, the symbolic language of the soul after death.
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ABSTRACT
Mental states in persons undergoing psychotic “regression” are often visionary in nature and
include anticipations of what the life of the soul will be like after death. Mythic material
emerges that is clearly related to post-death experiences, including both rebirth and the giving up
of individual status by the soul. The author asserts that such experiences should not be assumed
to be distortions of reality, and thus pathological, in the ways mainstream psychiatry has taught
us to believe. Rather, by providing access to “After Death,” they may be preparing the
individual soul to take its place in the World Soul.
The initiate mysteries represent a central nucleus of psychotic experience which head
spatially into the afterlife through autochthonic corridors.
They are the premise, the prerogative and the new entrance to pre-death. What we really have to
wait for after life is the return to the “mythological nucleus:” a nucleus whichm in shamanic
psychoses, are observed just prior to death. But they are really the mysteries of the afterworld. Orphic or Dionysian cults, parties in honour of Attis, the tristalia and the
bacchanalia,saturnalia - these are the real mysteries of psychic premises or, in other words, the
soul. Jungian psychology, as set down by the pioneering C. G. Jung, is familiar with these
phenomena.
Since the stars began to shine the gods are no longer with us; they have abandoned man
to his destiny on earth. This is why the entrance to death returns to take back the intimate
dialogue with these divine co-presences. They are anterem that the ego/psyche must recognise
before the transit. If it manages to do so in this life, the initiation is almost complete before the
great entrance. I am not attempting to reveal anything arcane, but I insist, in Jungian terms, on
the existence of this psychological nucleus of mysteries as well as on the myths and legends

surrounding the psyche, which reverts to itself after death. I am not hazarding a guess, it is a
certainty. As Jung says, for anyone who has a little psychological faith, these conditions are
important premises of psychic facts which orbit in and around modern man’s unconscious.
The ethical responsibility towards death must consider such premises which cannot and
absolutely must not remain in philosophical terms, nor to Jungian, thanatological, parapsychological or pseudo-scientific fields. And if myth and analyses are inseparable, then the
same myth one wants as an archetype of the unconscious psyche, or what I am calling a prepsychotic nucleus, one must recognize it is also the structural constituent of such psychic
premises. The entrance to death is not a threat for the soul, but an initiating promise of a journey
which is just about to start. The language of the soul does not finish with death. The gods gather
a soul up and re-insert it in the mythical fundamental nucleus, just as an archetypal container
protects the monad immersed in the flow of a pleroma.
Re-reading the key myth of animism like Hillman or Jung do as a wagon or sun disc, the
ferryman and psycho-pomp in the Hades of our predecessors, the psyche should give access to
this past return to the anima mundi. Because this is just what death is about. The language of
death is a new premise for mythological life which continues in the mesh of the unconscious, in
the presence of the divinit, invisible spirits who have already protected and accompanied us in
this lifetime. The daemon follows the guide and simply stops becoming mortal and becomes
supernatural. It is here that the gods wait for the soul to be initiated with the rite of eternal
return. (Eliade, 1949.)
The soul compulsively walks around on earth, because the gods have compelled it to do
so, but in doing so the return to the myth after death, these are no longer compelled since it is in
the beyond that Apollonian and Dionysian elements co-exist harmoniously. The Orphic myth-

cosmogonies in which the god Phanes creates the universe, the Eleusinian mysteries and the
hymns to Persephone and Demeter, the mysteries of Isis with the pharaoh or Horus and his
renewal in Ra and the voyage in the Egyptian afterlife through seven obscure doors seem to be
similar to planetary spheres, the company of the gods -paut neteru (1944 Psychology and
Alchemy, 2nd ed. 1968 Collected Works Vol. 12. London:Routledge).
These mysteries require transformation processes, healing and renewal rites, deification
rites. We are still talking about the subtle language of the soul. It definitely survives, but
becomes harmonized with the intimate nucleus of these mysteries. In the unconscious the soul
becomes pagan and participates in the initiating feeling, something almost extinguished for many
of us on this earth, but alive and pulsating with alchemistic colours, esoteric mysterious symbols
and in the subterranean currents which still claim the superiority of the soul. Hillman’s
archetypal psychology and Jung’s analytical psychology. If the soul cannot allow itself the
freedom which it used to enjoy in antiquity because of pluralistic, scientific rationalism with its
obsolete realistic and objective vision, then this vision of the soul of the ancient world which we
greatly need can still whisper like a beguiling mermaid or Cabeiri. The ancestral pre-condition
of psychic regression which in materialistic scientific terms is viewed as dangerous, as a nucleus
pre-undifferentiated-symbiotic/psychotic, is still viewed as a regressive apocatastatic condition
necessary for the return and to the re-establishment of our ancient predecessors’ soul of the
world. A balanced pleroma and not necessarily an ouroboros.
As Neumann analyzed child psychology, he noted that a child’s primitive psyche tends to
re-establish a psychic connection with predecessors and their ancestral reign. It is a condition
which Neumann defines as psychic gravitation (Neumann 1956). This is the particular situation
of the psyche, a drowsiness of the dusky unconscious of the primitive mind. As the conscious

pre-activates and activates itself, so the autonomous libidinal drive tends to orbit the unconscious
and falls back into the state of unconscious. Libidinal regression is the state which pre-activates
spontaneous imagination and redirects the psyche to the pre-differentiated nucleus through an
artistic-symbolic, creative emergence (Neumann 1949).
Regressive libido is not necessarily a pathological condition as the psychiatric model
believes it to be. It is definitely the conformation of pre-symbiotic nuclei, the original bearers of
the mythical world of the primordial psyche. But these pliable structures, these hybrids operate
in an imaginary, symbolic and archetypal way. The tendency is that of archetypal psychic
determinants of the transpersonal and numinous matrix. These are the premises for a psyche
which orbits transpersonal territories. The etiogenesis evolving from facts should not necessarily
be considered pathological, indeed the consensus should be of a transpersonal type as a spiritual
factor and mythological nucleus part of the psychotic experience in the sensation of a mythical
symbolic-imaginative modality. The symbolic language intimately connected with psychotic
nuclei opens a further crack in mythical apperception and schizophrenic psychoses.
But the symbol is not pathos, and cannot be given a pathology since it is the component
of integration which reconciles and unites opposites—like a bridge that connects the
restructuring, archetypal premises and organising models of the psyche. Such a dynamic is a
psychic event which also in pre-death comes in precisely in the modulation of these rites of
renewal which have left their traces in ancient mysterious religions, in Greece as in Ancient
Rome up to the Alchemy of Michael Maier and the bath of Poimandres, the undrunk krater full
of mercurial substances and the regenerative and redemptive container (1944 Psychology and
Alchemy, 2nd ed. 1968 Collected Works Vol. 12. London:Routledge).

The psyche’s mystery is reconstructing itself with the mythical soul which, through the
transition, moves in the subliminal residences of the unconscious, passing through sacred
mythical territory until it walks around a specific pantheon and crosses into the most secret
cosmologies.
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